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I’ve always been intrigued by character actors. They aren’t the leading men or leading ladies of the 

summer blockbuster movie you may have just seen at The Shipyard. You’ll never see their names on the 

marquee. You probably wouldn’t even recognize them if you bumped into them in the theater lobby 

while picking up your overpriced and oversized box of Milk Duds.  

 

Character actors are critical to a movie’s success, giving the film texture and color. We just don’t 

recognize their names, even if they look vaguely familiar in an I-think-he-once-played-a-creepy-killer-

on-Law-&-Order kind of way. But the thing about character actors, besides their incredible range and 

ability to inhabit a wide variety of roles, is that they tend to blend into the background. You don’t leave 

the theater saying, “Wow, the woman that played Tom Cruise’s Aunt Suzy was amazing.” 

 

Yet if you read the Bible, really read it deeply and with intention, you start to see some incredible 

character actor-type figures emerge. People who aren’t necessarily front and center but who play minor, 

if indispensable, roles in the stories. The bystanders, the witnesses, those who stand on the margins of 

the narrative. The men who lowered the paralytic down through the roof to be healed by Jesus; the 

parents who brought their children to be blessed by Jesus; the widow who placed two copper coins in the 

collection plate at the Temple. 

 

You can learn a lot from these obscure characters if you choose to notice them. It takes a bit of 

imagination, but that’s half the fun. You begin to wonder, what happened to them? How did their lives 

turn out following an encounter with Jesus? Some may have dropped everything and followed Jesus. 

Others undoubtedly returned to their daily lives, touched and transformed by the experience. Still others 

may have quickly forgotten the interaction and went on living as before — fearfully, hopelessly, 

mindlessly. There are as many reactions to meeting Jesus as there are people who meet him. 

 

Today, as we hear the famous story of Jesus feeding the 5,000, I keep coming back to the boy who 

showed up with five loaves and two fish. He doesn’t speak in this account, but as Jesus engages two of 

his apostles, Philip and Andrew, over what to do about this increasingly hungry crowd, the unnamed boy 

plays a crucial role in the forthcoming miracle of abundance. Because, apparently, he was the only one 

who brought anything to eat.  

 

Of course, as Andrew notes upon spotting the boy and seeing his food, “But what are they among so 

many people?” Andrew says this to Jesus after gazing out over the large crowd, and it’s a wistful line. 

One rooted in reality, yet tinged with a hint of defeat. For, indeed, what is so little food among a throng 

of hungry people? A few folks may be satisfied, but it’s a drop in the bucket, really. 

 

Now, I don’t know about you, but if someone tried to take my food — that I alone had the foresight to 

bring — I would have put up a fight. Once I realized what was happening, I would have at least tried to 

hide my food. Maybe share it with a few close friends so at least we didn’t go hungry. It’s hard to 

imagine the emotions the boy must have felt as Jesus took the food from him. And that’s the word that’s 

used here “took” — that’s different from saying the boy donated or offered up or gave freely. Jesus took 

the loaves and fish, before saying grace and distributing it to the crowd.  



 

 

Perhaps the boy was stunned into silence; maybe he felt bullied. It’s possible he volunteered his food for 

the greater good but, then again, “What are they among so many people?” Jesus answers this question 

by using the boy’s small amount of food to feed the masses. A symbol of loving abundance, a 

demonstration that Jesus’ love for humanity overflows with grace upon grace, an expression that our 

Lord’s heart cannot be contained or constrained by human constructs of scarcity.  

 

Which leads us back to this young boy. How was he changed by this encounter? After rushing home to 

tell his friends and family about his incredible day, how did the rest of his life unfold? We don’t know, 

of course. But it’s in the wondering that we can meet Jesus. Which is why I encourage you to seek out 

the characters on the periphery. Look for those on the margins. The people in the crowds. Insert yourself 

into the scene. How would you feel if you were there that day? How would you react? If you let your 

imagination blossom, this can be a profound spiritual exercise. 

 

Here’s something we can try this morning to show you what I mean. This may or may not resonate with 

you, but we’ll give it a shot. I’m going to invite you to close your eyes for a moment. Go ahead and get 

comfortable. Take a few deep, slow breaths. And imagine yourself sitting on the grass, on a hillside. It’s 

hot. Beads of sweat form on your forehead as you swat away a gnat that just landed on your nose. There 

are people sitting all around you. Lots of them. In front of you, behind you, to your left, and to your 

right. You can sense them; you can smell them; you can hear them. You catch snippets of conversation, 

disagreements about the identity of the man you’ve come to hear; this Jesus you’d heard so much about 

recently.  

 

In front of you, is a stunning vista of the Sea of Galilee. Its deep blue water shimmering with the light of 

the setting sun. It’s been a long day. A full day. A hot day. If you strain your eyes just a bit, you can 

make out the man everyone’s come to see, down near the water. He had been speaking for awhile — all 

afternoon, really. Sharing some comforting words along with a few shocking insights. That was the 

thing about this Jesus, you could see it in his eyes. Even with the huge crowds, it felt as if he was 

speaking directly to you. At times, making your heart swell; at others, bringing tears to your eyes; and at 

still others making you laugh. His stories just felt so true and made you feel so alive. Simply being in his 

presence was somehow transformative. 

 

Suddenly, for the first time all day, your stomach growls. You had been so enthralled with Jesus’ words, 

that you didn’t notice you were hungry. Frankly, you didn’t think you’d stay this long. But most of the 

town went out to listen to him. Everyone seemed to have the same thought at the same time and there’s 

some nasty grumbling as people around you begin to get restless. But, wait, what’s this? There’s a 

basket full of bread and fish being passed out. It’s unclear where this bounty came from but suddenly 

everyone is eating and laughing and content; filled with food and a deep abiding sense of peace. 

 

Now, that’s just a taste of what I mean (you can open your eyes). A way to insert yourself into the 

stories you’ve heard many times before, and hear them in new ways. It’s also a reminder that we aren’t 

just passive observers of Jesus’ life, but active participants. Jesus is speaking not in the abstract to 

people who lived thousands of years ago, but to you. Right here. Right now.  

 

The thing is, when it comes to the spiritual life, we’re all character actors. Embrace your role. Embody 

it. Live it. It is indeed the role of a lifetime. 

 
  


